When being used to encrypt spatial map data, the encryption performance of RSA algorithm is very low. This paper proposes an encryption model for spatial map data based on the optimized RSA algorithm. First, we do the adaptive optimization respectively with standard RSA algorithm module, encryption key and decryption key, and then using random increasing search method to do the next cycle test on the original plus 2 instead of the method of generate random number, to improve the speed of prime number detection, finally by selecting three prime factor, and reduce the time needed for the big prime number selected. Because the big prime number reduced digits, it reduces the amount of calculation. Simulation experiments show that the proposed spatial map data encryption model based on the effectiveness optimization RSA algorithm, it has better performance of encryption and decryption.
Based on the defects existing in RSA algorithm in space map data encryption, this paper proposes a spatial map data encryption model based on the effectiveness optimization RSA algorithm.
DEFECT ANALYSIS OF RSA ALGORITHM
RSA algorithm is representative of the public key encryption algorithm, the algorithm uses basic knowledge of number theory, its security is based on large integer factoring this math problem, it can protect against all the passwords attacks so far known, compared with the symmetric key encryption algorithm, increased the function of digital signature. RSA algorithm has the basic characteristics of the public key system, such as:
(1) If use PK (public key) to encrypt P ( plaintext), then use SK (private key) to decode, recover P :
(2) Encryption keys can only be used for encryption, not for decryption
SK PK D E P P  (2) (3) It cannot be deduced SK from the known PK (4)Encryption algorithm and decryption operation can be exchanged, namely
By these characteristics, in the public key encryption system, make PK as a public key sent to the user, When the sender A wants to sent plaintext P to receiver B, only need to look up to the receiver B's public key PKB from PK , and use encryption algorithm E to encrypt plaintext P , then we can get ciphertext ()
. After the receiving party B receiving the ciphertext C, using the decryption key SKB which is known by oneself to decrypt, can recover the plaintext
. For any eavesdropper even if intercepted ciphertext C, because he do not know SKB , he also cannot restore the plaintext. RSA system's theoretical basis depends on the famous euler's theorem: Two positive integers a and n are prime number, then there will be
 is the number of positive integer which is relatively prime with n and less than n . The core idea of the RSA public key technology is as follows:
(1) p and q are two sufficiently large prime numbers(larger than 100 decimal number), p and q are classified.
(2) Calculate n pq  , n is public(Factoring n to get p and q is very time consuming).
(4) Under the condition of [ , ] 1 ez  to select integer e , namely e and () n  are relatively prime, e is public. (5) Through calculation to get d which meets 1(mod ) de z  , d is classified. So, RSA algorithm also has the following defects:(1) RSA cipher system running speed is very slow, it is several orders of magnitude slower than block cipher. (2) It is difficult for RSA cryptosystem to produce big prime number, yet there is not a more effective and common big prime number generation algorithm.
THE EFFECTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF THE RSA ALGORITHM

Parameters Adaptive Optimization
RSA has three main parameters: module n , encryption key e and decryption key d .
(1) Parameter n selection optimization The modulus n pq  is the core of the security of RSA algorithm. If the module n is broken down, the RSA system is broken through immediately. A considerable part of the attack on RSA is trying to decompose modulus n . Choosing the right n is an important part of the realization of RSA algorithm. This article uses the following four conditions on the optimization of modulus n 's selection. 1) n pq  ， p and q are better to be strong prime. Prime p is strong prime, it must meet that:
Two big prime 1 p and 2 
The difference between p and q should be large, if it is small, we can estimate the value of the mold n according to n pq 
Two type of simultaneous equations can use trial-and-error method to get the value of p and q .
3) 1 p  and 1 q  's biggest common factor should be small 4) n is large enough, If RSA algorithm is safe, so n pq  must be big enough to make factoring modulus n is not feasible in the calculation. Based on security considerations, the selected prime numbers p and q of actual application should be at least more than 100 decimal number, and the corresponding module n pq  will be the decimal number 200.
(2) Parameter e selection optimization The conditions of the RSA algorithm gcd( , ( )) 1 en  is easy to meet, this is because the probability of any two random integer to be relatively prime is 1/4. If e is small, the encryption speed is faster, it is also facilitate storage. But if e is too small, it will cause security problems.
In this paper, the optimization of e 's selection is as following: 1) e can not be too small, generally e chooses 16 prime numbers, it can effectively prevent the attack, and it is faster. Otherwise, if e is small, and x is small, then mod e y x n  , when e xn  , it need not modulus operation, and it can be directly open e to the y , x can be obtained. In addition, e is small vulnerable to small index.
2 dn  , according to the continued fraction algorithm, d value can be determined in a polynomial time.
Prime Number Detection Optimization Based on Random Incremental
In the RSA algorithm, there are two kinds of the commonly used search method, they are random search method and increasing random search method.
(1) Random search method Randomly it generates an odd number 1 p for primality testing. If it's a prime number, it is over; Otherwise, it generates an odd 2 p randomly for primality test, until you find a prime number t p . Obviously, for a m binary number, the average per d (The density of the primes is 1/ 2d in the binary numbers with length of m ) random odd number can find a prime number.
(2) Random increasing search method Generating an odd number for primality testing randomly. If it's a prime number, then it is over; Otherwise we test the next odd number which makes the number as starting point, until we find a prime number.
Assuming that prime distribution is uniform, produce a m bit prime number, using random increasing search method, the average number of searching is as follow:
Far less than the d time of random search. After in-depth research, we can prove the following theorem. Theorem 1: Random increasing search method is better than random search method. Set to create a m bit prime number, the average search times for using random search method is r , the average search times for random increasing search method is s ,then rd  ， /2 d s d  . If the m bit odd number has n prime number, from small to large, they are 12 , ,..., n p p p , these n prime number divide the m bit odd number of space into n spaces: T , if 1 1 p  is chosen as a starting point, then find the next prime 2 p need search 1 T times; If 1 2 p  is chosen as a starting point, then find then find the next prime 2 p need search 1 1 T  times ……；If 2 p is chosen as a starting point, then find the next
Therefore, After Lehmann failure to test prime, use random increasing search method, do the next cycle test on the original plus 2 instead of the random number generating method, in order to improve the speed of prime number detection.
The Operation Efficiency Optimization Based on Three Prime Factors
Three prime factor RSA algorithm refers that selecting three prime factors such as 1 a 、 2 a 、 3 a , their product is the modulus n , namely
By selecting three prime factor of RSA algorithm, it can reduce the time needed for the big prime number choice, because of big prime number reduce digits, and reduce the amount of calculation. At the same time in the decryption algorithm, we use the Chinese remainder theorem, transform a time for large modulus n operation into three times for smaller prime 1 a , 2 a and 3 a , this makes the power modular arithmetic efficiency in the process of decryption operation efficiency improved significantly.
Select three secret big prime number 1 a , 2 a , 3 a ,
n a a a    in the three factors RSA algorithm ,and
So the process can be amended as:
(1) Choose three secret big prime number 1 a , 2 a and 3 a . (2) Calculation formula (16) and (17) 
Using RSA encryption algorithm of three prime factors, even if the attacker knew () n  , but for the three prime factors of decomposition n, there is not a specific formula for calculation, so the difficulty of decomposition is increased, it can improve the security of the algorithm.
ALGORITHM SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved algorithm proposed in this paper, do the simulation experiments on it. Make a spatial map data as an example, using the standard RSA algorithm and improved RSA algorithm for data encryption, the result is as follows: 
CONCLUSION
Geospatial data transmission and distribution pattern innovation has made network growing dependence on the data transmission, and the constant improvement of the Internet penetration lead to serious threat to the security of the network data transmission. Encryption technology provides a certain guarantee for data security transmission, but it can't avoid data intercepted and destroyed. Based on the defect which is existing in the space map data encryption of RSA algorithm, put forward a spatial map data encryption model based on the effectiveness optimization RSA algorithm. The simulation results show that the proposed improved model has better performance of encryption and decryption.
